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I'd like to start by acknowledging the traditional owners of the land on which we meet
today, the Gadigal people of the Eora nation, and pay my respects to their elders past and
present.
I’d also like to thank you for coming: I appreciate your investment of time and hope that
what I present today will be relevant and valuable to you.

Imagine: a day in the life...
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First up, a thought experiment...
I wanted to present a vision of an, only partially fictional, “day in the life”
Where I get up early to...
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*Learn all about GoGet - in only 60 seconds!

GoGet gives you all the benefits of a car without the hassle and expense of owning
one!
As a member, you have access to a network of new
cars parked locally which saves you time and money
and lets you get more out of life.
GoGet CarShare is perfect for people who don't need a
car everyday or want to get rid of that second car. It’s
also perfect for businesses or organisations that get
the benefits of having a car fleet without the costs.

GoGet has a
low
commitment
GoStarter
plan.
Zero Deposit.
Zero Monthly
fees. Join Now!
Read more...

Find out how it works or find the closest car to
you.

ABOUT US OUR SERVICE PARTNERS MEDIA CONTACT US POSITIONS VACANT

http://goget.com.au
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After breakfast, I walk down to one of my local GoGet car pods to pick up a car for my
appointments for the day
GoGet has about 6 pods near my house with all sorts of cars, allowing me to drive when I
need to without owning a car. I live in Newtown, where parking is a premium. But it also
costs me less to pay for GoGet than running my own car (which I only use once in a while)

http://apple.com/ipod
http://apple.com/itunes
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Drive to morning appointment, listening to my iPod, downloaded from the iTunes music
service
No plastic CDs, nor the emissions or waste from creating and shipping them — all stored
on a multi-purpose device that doubles as my phone, among other things

Search help

The human way of getting a low cost loan. Rather than
making the fat cats fatter you pay interest to real
people.

(£1000 – £15000)

5000

(no early repayment fees)

Check out this short video, made by
one of our members, dyf, to find out
more on how it works.

The money you lend at Zopa is protected using the
same safety measures banks use... Plus a few more.

Zopa is where everybody wins, except the fat cats.
Find out more.

Over the last 12 months Zopa
lenders have made an annual
return of 8.2%, before bad
debt.
Why not start with £50 to see how it works? You
set your own rates and you can lend as little as
£10 to each borrower to spread your risk.

Listen to Zopa on the The Today
Programme, BBC Radio 4

Check out this short video, made by
one of our members, chocmonster,
to find out more on how it works.
07:13 There's £2,136,690 available on the
markets
04:07 steveplum from Derby joined as a lender
00:53 SwinBank from Birmingham joined as a
lender
00:32 dools8 from Sheffield joined as a lender

The UK public recently voted Zopa
the 'Most Trusted Personal Loan
Provider’ and 'Best Personal Loan
Provider for Service' in the 2010
Moneywise Customer Service
Awards. Read more.

http://zopa.co.uk/
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We happen to think that Zopa loans are the best on
the market because we don’t charge penalty fees if
you want to repay your loan early.
But we didn’t stop there. One lucky borrower chosen
at random each day also gets their loan at 7.0% APR!
So apply now to be in with a chance of getting that
great rate or click here for full terms and conditions.

22:45 monileder210 from Hatfield joined as a
lender
22:10 metaloxide from Walton-On-Thames
joined as a lender
20:34 created a listing to raise £1,630 at 5.00%
16:53 created a listing to raise £6,130 at 8.30%
14:32 created a listing to raise £3,130 at 7.00%
13:43 created a listing to raise £9,530 at 11.40%
10:32 created a listing to raise £4,630 at 9.00%
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Seasons – For the iPhone
Eat Fresher
Nowadays we are used to imported fruits and vegetables being
available all year round. But by following the natural seasons you
can experience a greater variety of produce all at the very peak of
freshness just as nature intended.

Seasons brings all the information you need to you to make the right
decisions when choosing your food during shopping or at the
restaurant. Live greener with buying local and seasonal products.
US / CA

$1.99
UK

£1.19
EU

!1.59

Features
Seasons data for fruits, vegetables, lettuces, herbs, fungi and nuts
170 entries, each with photo, short description and season data
Includes local seasons as well as import seasons
Support for US, Canada, United Kingdom, Western and Central
Europe
Detail view for each entry with all the information and season
sequence
Overview of fruits with current season

FARMERS MARKETS
POWERED BY
United Kingdom & Ireland

Monthly overview
Category overview
Search
Shows nearby Farmers Markets using Qype (US, Canada, West
and Central Europe) respectively Local Food Advisor (UK)
Auto detect region setting (US, Canada, West and Central Europe,
UK/Ireland) using GPS/WLAN

LOCAL FOOD ADVISOR
http://www.seasonsapp.com/
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All Other Countries

What others say
Thinking about dinner,
I check an iPhone app for what veggies are in season
IT Reviews:
Topfruit
it off with
simple keyword
search
you can
I want to drop in to my
local
&a veg
grocer
onandmy
way home to pick up locallyquickly find out whether a favourite food is eating up the air miles on
produced, seasonal produce
— I know I’ll get better flavour, it’ll last longer, and I’m
QYPE
its way to the local supermarket shelves.
supporting local growers
(not to mention reducing the emissions of my food)
I was pleased
to discover
thatrecipes
the app
Rhubarb is in seasonWorldchanging:
— so I check
out
some
for what to do with it. While I love it,
Seasons
($1.99) now
has data for the United States.
I’ve never prepared it
myself
before
Apple: Follow the seasons.
Vegging Out: They started their iPhone app just for fun, but it soon
blossomed into an indispensable guide to seasonal fruit and veg – a
harvest calendar for the whole year that you can put in your pocket.
Geeks: Really nice idea for your wellbeing and your waistline.
Ecoki (Comment): Awesome! Thanks for the idea.
GOOD: Superb Idea: An App That Tells You What’s in Season
Foodielady: If you want to contribute in helping the environment by
buying local and eating products that are in season like nature
intended, check out the iphone app seasons.

SANTA ROSA TOOL LIBRARY
707-576-0590 • 525 A STREET #3 SANTA ROSA CA. 95401 MAP • FIXIT@BORROWTOOLS.ORG
HOME

LIST OF TOOLS

SIGNUP

FAQ

VOLUNTEER

OUR SUPPORTERS

DONATE

MEDIA

WE WILL BE CLOSED
The Santa Rosa Tool Library provides
hand and power tools for home repair,
landscaping, and automotive work,

Friday October 15th &
Saturday October 16th

free of charge. There is only an
overdue fee if a tool is returned past the
due date. Just like borrowing a book
LENDING GUIDELINES

from your public library.

Loan Period:
7 days for most tools.
4 days for "high demand"
tools.

Who can borrow tools

Max. Items Out: 8 Items

• Must be at least 18 years old.

Renewals: 2 consecutive.
Renewals must be made
in person or over the
phone during open
hours.
Holds: Items will be held
for 3 day.
Late fees:
$2/day for 7 day loans.
$5/day for 4 day loans.

• Sonoma County Residents

Saturday

9am - 2pm

....OUR 500TH REGISTERED
..................PATRON

How do I start borrowing tools?
1) Select items from our List of Tools.
2) Call us at 707-576-0590 to reserve
tools and arrange a pickup day.
How do I register?
1) You will want to register at your first
2) At your first visit you will be asked to

Before you begin a project
review our Borrowers Rules, and fill
http://borrowtools.org/
we recommend that you read
out a Borrower's Agreement.
this information. Click Here
http://shareable.net/blog/sharing-is-contagious
Click here for a copy you can print
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Monday - Friday 5pm - 7pm

• People work in Sonoma County

visit borrowing tools from SRTL.
SAFETY INFORMATION

Open Hours

Our 500th registered patron
Merianne Hanson and Chelsea
borrowing one of SRTL's Pole
Saw Lopper/Pruners.

NEW COOL TOOL

out, complete, and returned to us at

After I’ve dropped off the GoGet,
I pop into the local tool library to grab some power tools
your first visit.
I need for some weekend house
fixing
3) You will also be asked to present a
valid California ID and recent mail.
We encourage you to visit our
supporters websites and find out how
they are helping to make a better
Sonoma County.

This Power Paint Remover helps
take off layers of paint without
damaging the original surface.

Takes you to places you'd rather be!

FREE!

carpools
Ride share World

post lift

travel guides

links

Find lifts in...

Go

Australia

Carpools by country

Ride share in Australia

Australia
België
Canada
Deutschland
Nederland
United Kingdom
USA

Map

Satellite

Terrain

Get your Tax back
Get some of your hard-earned cash
back when you leave Australia - it's
easy and you only have to provide a
few basic details while the guys at
taxback do all the paperwork for you.
Claim your tax refund today!
500 mi

Drive your own
Map data ©2010 Europa Technologies, MapData Sciences Pty Ltd, PSMA, Tele Atlas - Terms of Use
1000 km
http://www.shareyourride.net/carpools.php?country=Australia
Currently 68 listing(s) online in Australia. Choose a lift from the list below, or click the
-icon near your
Buy and sell backpacker cars

•

at HolidayCarClub.com

destination on the map.

Post your trip

now if you can't find a suitable listing at your dates - it's free and

Then after dinner, I check toeasy,
seenoifregistration
I can required!
tee up a lift for my flight tomorrow morning
Airlie Beach to
Sunshine Coast (1)
Sydney (1)

Byron Bay to
Sydney (2)

Coffs Harbour to
Wollongong (1)

Exmouth to
Broome (1)

Katherine to

Brisbane to
Airlie Beach (1)
Alice Springs (1)
Bundaberg (1)
Byron Bay (1)
Cairns (5)
Sydney (1)

Cairns to
Brisbane (3)
Sydney (1)

Coober Pedy to
Port Augusta (1)

Gold Coast to

Broome to
Darwin (2)
Melbourne (1)

Canberra to
Gold Coast (1)
Perth (1)
Wollongong (1)

Darwin to
Adelaide (1)
Broome (1)
Cairns (1)
Kununurra (1)
Tennant Creek (1)

We're Hiring!

Travel like a human.

Sign Up

Sign In

$ USD

Post a room

Find a place to stay.
Rent nightly from real people in 8102 cities in 165 countries.

Search

Where are you going?
Check in
mm/dd/yyyy

Check out

Guests

mm/dd/yyyy

1

"Les Duves" - Anhée, Région Wallonne
$228 / night

http://airbnb.com
About Jobs Blog Help Contact

Terms & Privacy

Best Deals: New York

San Francisco

Paris

Top Cities

Join us on: Twitter & Facebook

© Airbnb, Inc.
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After rising early and catching a cab (seems no-one was sharing a ride to the airport at
that time), I land in Melbourne
I bus into the city and travel to the room I booked on AirBNB — staying with someone who
has rented out their guest room to help cover the rent while they search for a new job

http://kiva.org
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An email has come through telling me that another Kiva.org loan I made has been paid off,
and that I have funds available to re-invest in businesses run by entrepreneurs (or to
students requiring loans) in emerging markets
I’ll have a look at available opportunities later tonight, but right now I have to...

HOME

HOW IT WORKS

B-EFFECT

WHO WANTS IT MORE?

BUZZ

B-KNOWLEDGE

LOCATIONS & RATES
Welcome!

What is B-cycle?

Why do we need B-cycle?

Login

Who needs B-cycle?

B-cycle is a next-gen bike-sharing system. In layman’s terms: B-cycles are magic bikes that
are there when you want one and gone when you don’t. Just swipe your card, grab a bike,
and get to where you’re going.

JOIN B-CYCLE NOW

How It Works

Learn More

Sign up online for
a B-card or pay
daily at the kiosk.

Choose a bike
from any
B-station.

Buzz on B-cycle

Grab your
bike and go.

Park your
B-cycle at
any B-station.

More Buzz

BLOGS, NEWS ARTICLES

TWEETS

B-cycle Demo Coming to Nashville
http://www.bcycle.com/

sciencecreative (Science Creative) RT
@TaigaCompany: Whip Bikes: Innovative
Bike Sharing Model Launches in UK
http://bit.ly/aLl7k5

Sep 26, 2010 | By B-cycle
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A B-cycle
demonstration
event with
is comingatofriend
Nashville! The city is exploring
...duck across
town
for
lunch
5:12PM via SocialOomph
an expansion of its public bike-sharing as a means of alternative
Short on time,
and traffic
theactive-healthy
way it is,
decide to
transportation,
and increasing
livingI opportunities.
All grab a nearby shared bike and ride over
Energywyze (Tony Zarza) RT
there to joininterested
themNashvillians
at... are invited to visit the upcoming demonstration event.
@TaigaCompany: Whip Bikes: Innovative
Bike Sharing Model Launches in UK
http://bit.ly/aLl7k5

This year, cities like Minneapolis, Denver, and Washington DC have
launched bike-sharing systems. People can check a bike out from a
network of automated bike stations, ride to their destination, and return the
bike to a different station. Earlier this year Nashville was awarded $7.5
million for the Communities Putting Prevention to Work (CPPW) grant - one
of only 44 communities around the country to receive the grant funds. An
automated-solar powered bike sharing program is among several initiatives
the city will implement to create healthier places.

12:08PM via SocialOomph

cleantechies (CleanTechies.com) RT
@GreenSmith (great idea!) Innovative Bike
Sharing Model Opens in the UK
http://j.mp/cyUqhS
11:25AM via web

B-cycle has partnered with Humana and Trek Bicycles to bring bike-sharing
to the US. We have already launched in cities like Denver, Chicago, and
Des Moines, and will be demonstrating the system to the city of Nashville in

altepper (altepper) RT @GreenSmith (great
idea!) Innovative Bike Sharing Model Opens
in the UK http://j.mp/cyUqhS

Centennial Park on Tuesday, September 28 th from noon until 3pm.

10:51AM via TweetDeck

WHAT
·
Check a bike in/out just like you were a member of a B-cycle network
in Nashville
·

Test-ride a B-cycle

·

Support cycling and alternative transportation efforts in Nashville

View All

Login | Register

Home | Cafe Reviews | Suggest a Cafe | iPhone App | Blog

Search Cafe

or

Start Hunting

Location

Home

Latest Cafes

Providores and Tapas
Room

Palomino

Dandelion & Driftwood

Northcote, Melbourne, Australia

Hendra, Brisbane, Australia

This is a little Gem in Northcote. Great
Coffee. But the Spinach baked eggs
are to die for..... With a hidden little
courtyard and tables out the fron...
Read more...

This place is the newest addition to
Brisbane's fast-growing specialist
coffee scene. And that said, it really
has the potential to be contender for ...
Read more...

Forty Hands

Mikó Cukrászda

Cafe Nazar

Tiong Bahru, Singapore, Singapore

Sepsiszentgyörgy, Romania

Burgess Hill, United Kingdom

Marylebone, London, United Kingdom

Great coffee made by the kiwi trained
staff using Monmouth beans. The
room is cramped and often if you are
just stopping by for a coffee you can
feel ...
Read more...

forty hands is a week old cafe located
Perfect for a quick presszó outdoors
http://www.beanhunter.com/
in one of Singapore\'s oldest \'hoods.
during summer or inside on a cold

•

Surrounded by post ww2 art deco low
rise apartments, 40hands sports the...
Read more...

winter day....
Read more...

Good friendly atmosphere. Good range
of food, but would like to see more
things like croissants to complement
the coffee\'s etc. Fairly basic
presenta...
Read more...

...the cafe we found via customer review site, Beanhunter

Featured

Highest Rated

Gimme Coffee
Brooklyn
10.0 (1)

Foxcroft & Ginger

Vivace Espresso
Bar at Brix
10.0 (1)

Coffee Aroma
9.9 (3)

Not too hard to imagine?

•
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This doesn’t seem so far fetched does it?
It’s worth noting, that nearly everything in that scenario except the clothes on my back
were either rented or shared... but even those...

latest

Multi-Coloured Tee by
Cheap Monday - M

Super Soft Grey Tee - M

Dark Blue and White
Spotted Dress

Topshop vintage style top

Size:
Colour:
Condition:
Location:
Expires:

Size:
Colour:
Condition:
Location:
Expires:

Size:
Colour:
Condition:
Location:
Expires:

Size:
Colour:
Condition:
Location:
Expires:

M
Multi
Brand new
Sydney, NSW
31 Dec 2010

M
Grey
Brand new
Sydney, NSW
31 Dec 2010

8 credits

10
Blue
Second Hand
Mosman, NSW
31 Dec 2010

8 credits

20 credits

10
Beige
Second Hand
Tamarama, NSW
31 Dec 2010

10 credits
more

featured designer
http://www.threadswap.com.au/
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Cheap Monday
Let me tell you the tale of a weekday wonderland that starts with
Monday...a day when living is easy, denim is cheap, and fashion is
fun once more.

...might have been swapped, traded or redistributed!
now synonymous with offbeat Swedish style, skin-tight
Of course, right at the moment you may notThe
belabelable
to get all of these services in your
denim, and an audacious approach to price, Cheap Monday has
forged a legacy of accessible, on trend, off-kilter designs that have
local area — as William Gibson famously stated:
"The future is already here – it's just not
garnered an international cult following.
very evenly distributed."
With a winning combo of skinny silhouette and autobahn straight
leg jeans, quirky, wearable fashion, and a lean price tag, the brand
has been flying off the racks of boutique retailers worldwide faster
than you can say cheap! cheap!
The designers take a lighthearted approach, focussing on their
design process, keeping things fun by not taking themselves or
their creations too seriously, with the philosophy that fashion
should be fun to make, fun to wear.
Still favouring a hand-crafted touch, the designers are always
innovating. Cheap Monday is ever-expanding, with a broad range
of influences past and present helping to shape each collection.
With the recent installment of Ann-Sofie Back to the design team,
Cheap Monday continues to forge onwards and upwards, and
further off the beaten track.
And Tuesday? Well that's another story for another day.

Home

Take

Give

My Threads

About Us

How to Swap

FAQ

Contact

Terms & Conditions

Privacy Policy

http://www.collaborativeconsumption.com/spreadables/
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In these examples I’ve deliberately mentioned a wide variety of services — related to
physical and virtual products, finance and philanthropy, and across sectors — some are
commercial, some are volunteer led.
I’ve conflated a number of different models: product service systems, secondary markets,
information services, swap markets as well.
And for some, the edges of “social innovation” perhaps are a little fuzzy... In fact, many
people using these services may not even be thinking of them as being environmentally
friendly or socially beneficial.
But they all have three things in common:
• Social technology plays a supporting role
• They engage a strong community
• They contribute to increased wellbeing or sustainability
Some may argue that finding good coffee doesn’t meet the last criteria, but it does in my
book ;)

What’s the big deal?

•

This may seem slightly unremarkable. After all we’ve been sharing...

Signed in as gyoung

Home

You

Organize & Create

Contacts

Groups

Explore

(2 new)

Help

Upload

Sign Out

Search

Labdien gyoung!
Now you know how to greet people in Latvian!

» Your Photostream

» Upload Photos & Video

NEW

Recent Uploads | Recent Activity
AdChoices

» Your Contacts
Photos From

NEW

| Photos Of

From LisaHerrod From Foraggio... From LisaHerrod From Foraggio... From Foraggio... From Foraggio... From Foraggio...
Want to go ad-free? Get Pro!

Flickr Blog

Posted 12 Oct 10

Last Sunday
From LisaHerrod From LisaHerrod

From The
Mental...

From The
Mental...

From The
Mental...

NEW

From The
Mental...

More photos from your contacts

» Your Groups
Me, Right Now

From The
Mental...

Groups activity

Find your friends
Add a contact, or find a friend using your email address
book.

( 1,741 items | 5 topics )

Come back! We miss you
From Gus
Greeper

From
zenamoonbeam

From Alex
Musgrave

From
ashleyann<3

From
zenamoonbeam

From Jase n
tonic

Renew your pro membership
Still just $24.95 a year

From
Differentieel +...

Make stuff with your photos

More: braquin's group, Fuzu, CoolSpots, more...

Personalize a Calendar: Create a calendar with
custom photos and dates

» Explore / Applications

Design a Collage: Highlight several of your
photos at once

Photoworks SF

•
•
•
•

(hide)

Make a Poster: Showcase your favorite images

by photoworksdave

Order printsnow.
of your Flickr photos from San Francisco's favorite Photo
...digital artifacts for some time
Lab. It's so easy to send us files because the app just pulls the
si...
Want to print something else? There are lots more
And sharing household toolslargest
with
a neighbour,
or swapping
music with friends are timeprinting options in the Organizr.
201 comments
457 faves
Tagged with
photoworks,
san francisco
photo lab, print, film,
digital
old traditions. And car sharing
isn’t
too
dissimilar
from
renting a car.
prints
While this is true, social technology is allowing us to do this at a scale never before seen.
You may disagree, but I think perhaps this sense of familiarity is deceptive — hiding the
impact of the underlying shift going on as these ideas are applied to physical artifacts and
services.

Activity

Around You | In Your Groups | From your friends

You

Your Photostream | Organize | Upload | Your Account

Explore

Places | Last 7 Days | This Month | Popular Tags | The Commons | Creative Commons | Search

Help

Community Guidelines | The Help Forum | FAQ | Tools | Sitemap | Get Help

Flickr Blog | About Flickr | Terms of Service | Your Privacy | Copyright/IP Policy | Report Abuse

| Deutsch | English | Español | Français |

| Italiano | Português

Copyright © 2010 Yahoo!7 Pty Limited. All rights reserved.

Cultural and economic shift

•
•

A shift that is aligned with a deeper cultural and economic shift
One that is highlighted by trend report after trend report, with some themes familiar to
those of us that have been working around social networks and engagement.

Human-ness

•
•
•
•
•

As organisations have grown in size and become more and more depersonalised, people
are wanting more human interactions and personal response.
We are seeking human-scale and personal connections...
...flexibility vs. the rigidity of company policies
The documentary “The Corporation” determines that the psychological profile of business
is that of a psychopath
Brand agency Lovely Day suggests that we create more “human” brands — ones that we’d
actually like to be friends with — a worthy goal in my book — http://goo.gl/T2tz

Co-creation

•
•
•

People are taking a more active role in developing the products and services that they use.
And if they don't find what they're looking for, they will often create it themselves.
A lot of the services I mentioned in the opening example are created by the people that
were needing them.
If your business plan doesn’t consider co-creation (and not just for “viral marketing”), it’s
likely you’re missing some opportunities

Authenticity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

From greenwashing to the GFC, the market's trust has been eroded. People are looking
for organisations to say what they mean and mean what they say.
Their looking for deeper transparency...
...real voice, free from spin...
...something that we can connect with, that feels real — meaningful
This relates back to “human-ness”
Often this means smaller, local organisations
This is a potential advantage for smaller organisations — it’s difficult to scale this sense of
authenticity

Responsibility

•
•
•

Global warming, looming limits to natural resource consumption, pollution and waste;
respect for human dignity with fair wages and conditions — people want to support
organisations that take these issues seriously.
And not just “tacked on” CSR programs — like certain banks touting their employee giving
programme, possibly spending more on advertising than their own contribution — we are
supportive of offerings that have this “baked in”
But it also includes responsibility to each other — reciprocity, building trust

Economy of Meaning
•
•
•
•
•
•

As a short-hand, and in the spirit of the “Attention Economy”, I’ll refer to this as the
Economy of Meaning
McKinsey’s Shoshana Zuboff suggests this is a shift “away from business models based on
economies of scale, asset intensification, concentration, and central control” — http://
goo.gl/qjsa
In opposition to “green” products that demanded a price premium, these trends have
survived the GFC — in some cases/senses, it has been strengthened by it, as people rely
on community, sharing etc. for cost savings and support during tough times
What does it mean to be a car manufacturer in such an economy? A health service
provider?
We’ll return to those questions later...
First, let’s explore all these examples from the perspective of “social innovation”.

“

Innovations that support
individuals or communities
increase their wellbeing and
sustainability

”

•
•
•
•
•

To start, I wanted to first put forward a working definition of social innovation for the
purposes of this talk:
“Innovations — new ways of doing things — that support...”
Yes, there are some slippery terms in that statement — what is “wellbeing”? what is true
“sustainability” — but hopefully this is sufficient for us to work with today
So back to how these examples might play a role in social innovation...
In sustainability circles there is some consideration of “dematerialising” of the economy

“Dematerialising” the
economy

Image: Don Solo @ http://www.flickr.com/photos/donsolo/2373004473/
Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/donsolo/2373004473/

•
•
•

No, “dematerialisation” isn’t some fancy sci-fi ray gun or teleportation device
It is a shift from a wellbeing based on ownership products, to wellbeing based on access
to services, opportunities and experiences
In other words, a shift from...

Ownership

•

Ownership, to...

Access

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

...Access
Many resources lay idle for much of their life — for example, cars aren’t in transit for
much or the day — they’re mostly parked.
Similarly for power tools in the average home? We may buy an electric drill or screwdriver,
but only use once a month (or less)
What if this resource could be used by multiple people?
What about items that are still perfectly good to use, but that we no longer have the space
or time for, but aren’t necessarily prepared to sell or give away?
Is there a way we could make these available to others?
As we saw earlier, the widespread culture of sharing on the internet is now migrating to
the real world.

*Learn all about GoGet - in only 60 seconds!

GoGet gives you all the benefits of a car without the hassle and expense of owning
one!
As a member, you have access to a network of new
cars parked locally which saves you time and money
and lets you get more out of life.
GoGet CarShare is perfect for people who don't need a
car everyday or want to get rid of that second car. It’s
also perfect for businesses or organisations that get
the benefits of having a car fleet without the costs.

GoGet has a
low
commitment
GoStarter
plan.
Zero Deposit.
Zero Monthly
fees. Join Now!
Read more...

Find out how it works or find the closest car to
you.

ABOUT US OUR SERVICE PARTNERS MEDIA CONTACT US POSITIONS VACANT

http://goget.com.au

•
•
•
•
•

Considering GoGet, one of the examples from earlier
Combination of online service (for finding, booking etc.), including mobile options, and a
physical “product” — the cars themselves.
This is just one of the models behind the examples — what’s known as a “product service
system”.
Rather than owning a product, the utility of that product is delivered in a service model
For many urban dwellers at least — now a majority of the world’s population lives in cities
— it can be more convenient to not own a car, but instead simply have access to one when
its needed.

http://apple.com/ipod
http://apple.com/itunes

•
•
•

•
•

iTunes is another example of a product service system that is perhaps a bit more familiar
What was once delivered via a physical product (CD, or for those old enough, LP) is now
often done digitally
Much has been made of Apple’s combination of product (iPod/iPhone), service (iTunes
software), and system (Music and App stores, and the ecosystem of services around it)
• Yes, there are issues with the open-ness of this system and it’s not a perfect example
of a social technology
• But hopefully provides an illustration of the concept of a product service system
Studies suggest that the overall impact on the environment for music delivered this way is
lower than a CD — though most would not consider that when using the service — it’s just
more convenient.
For independent artists, the cut they receive is also higher than what they get from a
record label, a further cultural benefit.

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2006/oct/17/ethicalliving.lifeandhealth

THE NEW
SHARING
ECONOMY
A STUDY BY LATITUDE IN COLLABORATION WITH SHAREABLE MAGAZINE

IT’S TRUE THAT SHARING IS A SIMPLE CONCEPT AND A
FUNDAMENTAL PART OF EVERYDAY LIFE. THANKS IN LARGE
PART TO THE WEB, IT’S NOW AN INDUSTRY WITH SEEMINGLY

UNBOUNDED POTENTIAL.

Online sharing is a
good predictor of
offline sharing

THE NEW SHARING ECONOMY IS ONE INSTALLMENT OF LATITUDE 42s
an ongoing series of open innovation studies which Latitude, an international research
consultancy, publishes in the spirit of knowledge-sharing and opportunity discovery.

http://shareable.net/blog/is-social-media-catalyzing-new-sharing-economy

•
•

If you’re wondering how much impact online social networks and sharing culture is
having...
...a recently released report from Latitude and Shareable highlighted that people that are
comfortable with online sharing communities are more likely to share stuff in the real
world

THE NEW
SHARING
ECONOMY
A STUDY BY LATITUDE IN COLLABORATION WITH SHAREABLE MAGAZINE

IT’S TRUE THAT SHARING IS A SIMPLE CONCEPT AND A
FUNDAMENTAL PART OF EVERYDAY LIFE. THANKS IN LARGE
PART TO THE WEB, IT’S NOW AN INDUSTRY WITH SEEMINGLY

UNBOUNDED POTENTIAL.

Online sharing is
rebuilding trust

THE NEW SHARING ECONOMY IS ONE INSTALLMENT OF LATITUDE 42s
an ongoing series of open innovation studies which Latitude, an international research
consultancy, publishes in the spirit of knowledge-sharing and opportunity discovery.

http://shareable.net/blog/is-social-media-catalyzing-new-sharing-economy

•
•
•
•

They also note more subtle social benefits associated with this shift:
“78% of participants felt their online interactions with people have made them more open
to the idea of sharing with strangers, suggesting that ... social media ... has broken down
trust barriers”
There is an underlying benefit to the stronger sense of community that social networks
can help build
Lastly, social technologies have a role to play in the spread of social innovations...

Small

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local

Many social innovations emerge from the grass-roots, and are fairly small in and of
themselves
This is in part a reflection of the scale of challenges we face — our responses have been at
a human-scale — something that we can understand and comprehend, and personally act
on
As a result, they are formed to address and leverage localised conditions
Traditionally, the aim, if such innovations were successful, was to expand and scale the
size of the organisation or group
Alternatively, the model would be formalised and then transplanted into new locations
And of course, for these smaller activities to have the impact we hope for them, some kind
of scaling is required
In both cases, these grass-roots, emergent innovations would be a potentially poor fit to
the new local conditions
Ezio Manzini suggests that a different model is emerging... http://goo.gl/uB6y

•
•
•

Small

Local

Open

Connected

...by leveraging open networks to connect smaller innovations — instead of expanding in
size they expand by allowing new small, local groups to adapt the model to local
conditions and requirements, sharing learnings along the way.
He describes this approach as “Small, Local, Open, Connected”, and touts the benefits of
the “cosmopolitan localism” that it supports — http://goo.gl/uB6y
This keeps the local flavour and adaptability, keeps innovations at a human-scale,
personal, sustainable — while allows the innovations to flourish

Importance for
organisations?

•
•
•
•
•

So, we’ve taken a brief look at this from a social innovation perspective, but what about
for organisations? Why is this important?
For a start, there is an opportunity to benefit from this (largely underserved) market
There are opportunities to deliver innovative services and products that can provide a
competitive advantage
There are internal benefits... serving this market has potential to also create greater
satisfaction (loyalty, productivity etc.) internally, which I’ll explore shortly
So how might we be able to harness these opportunities? First, I suggest we need to
reconsider the concept of value...

value
a different
perspective

•

•
•
•
•
•

Yes, saving and earning money, and increasing convenience is still a factor
• GoGet and AirBNB customers definitely see financial value
• Often increased convenience
• The Latitude “Sharing economy” research shows a high % of users see monetary return
as a key benefit to sharing
But it’s also...
Reconnection with community: meeting new people; supporting each other; rebuilding
trust; rekindling civic spirit
Improved health and food
Maximising utility and reducing waste
Umair Haque calls this...

“thick ”
value
•
•
•

...“thick” value
I would also propose that value is not just in point of exchange — deeper value is created
through community interactions, in relationship
Businesses and organisations can’t create this kind of value on their own...

•

...instead the organisation creates the conditions, or potential, for value to be created...

•

...if the conditions are right, a community forms, creating value through interaction...

•

...with the organisation benefiting from and promoting the value created...

•

...if successful, the community grows

•
•

...creating further opportunities for value co-creation
often the value of the community increases as the number of people engaged in that
community increases — a concept familiar to those of you who have come across “The
world of ends” by Doc Searls and David Weinberger — http://www.worldofends.com/

•
•
•
•

...which grows “thick” value:
community value
organisational value
natural and human capital value

•

...the organisation’s role continues as enabler for the community to...

•

...continue to co-create value...

•
•

...creating a virtuous cycle of value exchange
Using AirBNB as an illustration of each element of this diagram...

•

Ezio Manzini uses the term “enabling solutions” to describe this kind of value creation —
http://goo.gl/Pbrg
In his terminology, there are two contrasting approaches:
“Disabling” solutions — which take problems away — “we’ll look after that”
And “Enabling” solutions — which increase people’s efficacy in solving and responding to
their own challenges
Enabling solutions are inherently co-creative
I’d like to know take a look at what I think are some of the pillars that support services
and organisations that have been successful with this model
These are just a “first stab” at defining these, I’m interested in your thoughts/feedback
during discussion time to see if there’s stuff missing etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose

•
•
•

At a base level, this principleClear objectives and aligned activities
But I also tend to think about purpose in the context of intrinsic vs. extrinsic value —
http://goo.gl/igZR
Purpose needs to be more than just "maximising shareholder value"

Intrinsic
“belonging to a thing by its
very nature”

•

I see the intrinsic value as the underlying value — from the community/customer
perspective — a business or organisation provides, just by existing and doing what it
does. It is the business’ core purpose — the reason that employees will be passionate
about coming to work, and customers will be passionate about spreading the word

Extrinsic
“being outside a thing;
outward or external”

•

I see the extrinsic value of an organisation as the economic value the business derives
from its activity — which we hope is a reflection of the value of its core purpose, its
intrinsic value

http://www.gapingvoid.com/

http://www.gapingvoid.com/hughtrain001Bjpeg.jpg

•
•
•
•

•

•

Intrinsic value gives something for customers to believe in — trend report after trend
report, book after book in consumer attitudes supports this
Recent excitement around Zappos — purpose = “happiness” — is a case in point
Wellbeing and environmental outcomes are "baked in" to strategy: part of the DNA —
although these may not be overt, nor the primary focus: AirBNB, Nike+, etc.
AirBNB: supporting people sharing their spare space. Provides community value both to
buyers or sellers — it enables the community to do things it wouldn’t otherwise be able to
do — i.e. afford to travel longer, generate financial return for disused space. It creates
community. It has environmental benefits: maximally utilises resources.
GoGet: provides a more convenient mode of transport at a lower cost to the customer;
reduces demand for resources (space for parking, one car shared among many people);
returns for efficiency back to the company: incentivised (one of the benefits of some
product service systems)
Umair Haque describes this as a shift from “Business models” to “Betterness models” —
see http://goo.gl/SE33 & http://goo.gl/6qh4 for an introduction
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Airbnb is better than the Olympics.

Viewed 24787 times
Favorited 0 times

This post brought to you by the Airbnb Coalition to Hire Cool People Who Can
Do Cool Things Well (ACTHCPWCDCTW)
Have you ever had the talent and drive to potentially compete at the Olympics? I did. So
why, before my prime, did I retire last summer to join Airbnb? Frankly put, I think Airbnb is
better than the Olympics. Its the most amazing thing, experience, movement, idea, and team
I've ever been a part of.
You must think I'm crazy. Most people did. Most people haven't experienced Airbnb like I
have.
My name is Christopher Lukezic and I'm part of the Airbnb Team.

http://blog.airbnb.com/airbnb-is-better-than-the-olympics

•

•
•

Inward facing benefits also
• Reduced waste (human capital) — by aligning activities with clear objectives, allowing
them to tap into innovation potential
• Employee satisfaction: Dan Pink: What motivates us: http://goo.gl/HstU — “We are
purpose maximisers” — key pillar (autonomy, mastery, and purpose)
• The result: increased productivity, reduced turnover
See Christopher’s impacting blog post above about working for AirBNB — who wouldn’t
want that level of commitment and enthusiasm?
Whatever your “betterness model” is, it should be strategically aligned

My previous life (2006 US Indoor Championships. I won.)

If you've ever stepped foot in our SF office/apartment* you'd immediately experience a sliver
of the energy that drove to me to do what I did. More akin to a club house than an office, it's
a place where a flash mob dance party with co-workers at 2PM is considered commonplace.
It's a place I miss when I'm away for too long. More importantly it is the place where a group
of people, who over the past 8 months have become like family, meet daily to build a
company they believe in.

Trust

•
•

Engaging social networks and co-creation models require a letting go of “command and
control” structures
Applies internally...

Trust: employees

•
•
•
•
•
•

You have to trust your employees to do their best, and build the culture and structures to
support them in doing so — providing autonomy to respond to market opportunities and
respond as a human
This is why PURPOSE is so important — it keeps it together so actions build on a shared
vision
Again: Dan Pink: autonomy, mastery, and purpose — requires trust
By structures I mean setting up the supporting mechanisms and policies for this to happen
Garnering support from the top and grass-roots simultaneously — which is obviously a
challenge in and of itself
And social technologies can also play a role here: supporting more effective
communications etc.

Trust: customers

•
•
•
•

You also need to trust your customers/constituents
Trusting them to play a role in the process of developing your business
Building mechanisms for them to trust each other (reputation systems) — eBay, AirBNB,
Zopa etc.
Also means policies etc. that provide flexibility to allow employees to exercise their better
judgement in “edge case” situations

Co-creation

(of multi-dimensional value)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It’s not surprising that co-creation occurs on both the demand and supply side, given it’s
inherently a two-way street
Creating value with and for, rather than extracting value from
Related to PURPOSE, and relies on TRUST
Remember back to “Thick” value — this is multi-dimensional value, value created by and
for both sides of the relationship
Building user engagement into your organisation’s DNA — the Inspire Foundation is an
example: service delivered by and for young people; young people involved at all aspects
of the business from advising the board, internships, workshops etc.
Multi-dimensional value includes financial: it is ok to have a business model. Social
innovation and commercial returns are not mutually exclusive — in fact in most cases a
strong revenue model is essential.
It is a shift in emphasis. Emphasising the wrong syllable: “returns” instead of “exchange”
— giving and receiving

Image: fpsurgeon @ http://flickr.com/photos/fpsurgeon/2384522828/
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Image: fpsurgeon @ http://flickr.com/photos/fpsurgeon/2384522828/

•
•
•

Inherently iterative — not something where you have a finished product that you put in the
market
Continues beyond the release of a physical product — iPhone as an example...
Dave Gravina’s talk this morning highlighted the importance of iteration and prototyping
— “thinking with your hands”
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The design phase of the betacup is complete.
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May take the form of what’s typically referred to as “crowdsourcing”
Using social technologies to support co-creation, like the Betacup competition
Betacup is a “crowd-sourcing” competition from a number of partners, including
Starbucks and the online design community Core77. Crowd-sourcing is an example of
co-design, although there are a variety of models to choose from.
The organisers leveraged the Jovoto platform...

Access to all contests and ideas for community members only:
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What is jovoto?
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•

more info

Some clients we have worked with.

Projects on jovoto

Share

|

Share

Share

Connect with us!
Read Tweets
Watch Videos
Become Fan

It calls itself a “marketplace for creative concepts” providing a platform that organisations
can pay to use to connect to the Jovoto creative community.

http://openideo.com/

•
•

OpenIDEO is another initiative recently launched by design consultancy IDEO
Tapping into the creativity of the design community to tackle social and environmental
challenges

Design for the social

•
•
•
•
•

At a base level, “designing for the social” means taking a human-centred approach to
design and business
To cover the ins and outs of such an approach would require an entire talk of its own...
But at it’s core, it’s about what McKinsey’s Shoshana Zuboff calls “inversion”: Instead of
“What do we have and how can we sell it to you?” good business practices start by asking
“Who are you?” “What do you need?” and “How can we help?” — http://goo.gl/qjsa
There are a growing body of methods and techniques to achieve this goal
Design research: applying ethnographically inspired research methods to design problems

Value
innovation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Design research is often framed within the context of “straight” innovation
The authors of the book Blue Ocean Strategy argue for businesses to adopt a “Value
innovation”
Understand what your customers value (and what they don’t)
Emphasise the value, and de-emphasise what others compete on (if it doesn’t provide
value)
Design research is a great way to achieve this
So, “designing for the social” has great potential for innovation more generally

For social use

•
•

Consider social design patterns — see Christian Crumlish and Erin Malone “Social design
patterns”: http://goo.gl/baT2
Designing online and offline services to support social interactions — different to
individual “task/action” oriented design features

http://www.riversimple.com/

•
•
•

•
•

Designing products specifically for sharing.
Like Riversimple: a car sharing service like GoGet, except making their own car, specifically
designed for sharing
So what might be different on a car designed for sharing instead of personal use?
• It might be designed to last longer, as you expect it to get more use through sharing
than a typical car
• It runs more efficiently, because if you can make money that way
• You can afford a higher up-front cost because you’ll save money over the long run
Riversimple are also thinking socially in terms of manufacture — rather than one big
factory, seeking to create smaller manufacturing centres in each locale
Whirlpool have undertaken design research into washing machines designed for what they
describe as the “contemporary trend toward the development of “third places,” [such as] a
public laundry where social interaction is combined with other activities, tasks, or
services”.

Whirlpool reference: Gabrielli, S & Zoels, J-C 2003, 'Creating Imaginable Futures: Using Human-Centered Design
Strategies as a Foresight Tool', paper presented to Designing for user experiences.

Christian Crumlish reference for this diagram

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design for community interactions (and the unexpected outcomes that will no doubt
ensue)
We’re used to considering individual interactions with our services — focused on a specific
activity or process (the “Self” and “Activity” circles in the diagram)
While it’s very important that we consider the direct and personal value of a service, and
optimise its usability
The “community” also needs to be considered as an actor unto itself
This is because having a community provides it’s own opportunities for value creation
But also because group behaviour can be quite different to individual/isolated behaviour
Which leads us to consider...

Behavioural
economics

http://nudges.org/

•
•
•
•

...factors that are being explored in behavioural economics.
I think that business can learn a lot from our understanding of psychology and how that
applies to economic decisions.
Nudge is a great introduction to the biases and heuristics that influence economic activity
at both an individual and group level —
And consider how this impacts “choice architecture” — how the options we present and the
way we design systems can stack the odds in favour of better social outcomes

Platform for social innovation
•
•

Combining all these elements creates a platform for social innovation
Not just the technical platform, but the social platform — the supporting structures,
organisation, policies etc. — a socio-technical platform

•
•
•
•

Sometimes when I talk to organisations for the first time they latch on to the “social media”
part of what we do — “right, so that’s about using Facebook or Twitter” and, often the
perception is that these are useful only for the communications or web teams.
This results in a perspective that we just need to increase the “front-line” — authorised
representatives that are “allowed” to talk to customers — to support these new “channels”
I hope that these examples, the concepts of the “Economy of Meaning” and “Platform for
value co-creation” have illustrated that these shifts have the potential to impact the entire
organisation, perhaps even impacting your business model.
Let’s return to those questions I asked earlier and explore what some possible responses
might look like — the first: what might it mean to be a car manufacturer in this
environment?
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•
•
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•

Daimler are experimenting not only with car sharing, but with a social technology enabled
ride sharing service.
The car share service uses their cars, but the ride share service is open to anyone with a
car.
It is aligned with their core business. It creates social and environmental value. It reflects
the commercial reality of reducing car sales and the growth in popularity of car and ride
sharing — so there is a commercial imperative.
It is an experiment, but one that I’m sure will be watched closely.
So what about being a health service provider?
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These are just two further examples of the shift underway and how organisations are
harnessing the energy of its underlying currents.
While highlighting these principles has hopefully been of value, there is obviously a lot
more to do to adapt an organisation to embody these principles.
Requires re-consideration of relationship to “the market”...
Understanding the broader context of your organisation...
Building the internal structures, communication channels, tools, training, regulation etc. to
empower your employees and create the pre-conditions for motivation: purpose,
autonomy, mastery
Building in mechanisms for external engagement, incorporating customers into your
business
But hopefully today’s session has at least sparked some ideas and provided food for
thought...

http://collaborativeconsumption.com
If you’re wanting to learn more, these shifts are covered in two just released books:
• “What’s mine is yours” by my friend Rachel Botsman, and Roo Rogers, which highlights the
cultural and economic impacts of these shifts (and yes, the irony of a physical object of a
book is not lost on the authors, and they encourage sharing the book!)
• The Mesh by Lisa Gansky which looks more specifically at the business context
I would also recommend reading Shoshanna’s article for McKinsey: “Creating value in the age
of distributed capitalism” — http://goo.gl/qjsa

New religion

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/carbonnyc/991004550/
http://sustainablelifemedia.com/content/story/brands/
brand_loyalty_providing_faith_for_consumers

•
•
•
•

One last parting thought...
I was reading recently about some research that found that the part of the brain we use for
faith and spirituality is the same part that connects us to brands.
The researchers’ findings were that the “visible markers of commercial brand affiliation
[logos and branding] create the same mental stimulation for non-religious people that a
religious token creates for deeply pious people.”
Given this is the case, I do hope that as we develop our brands, businesses and
organisations we build something worth believing in — that engages our better selves to
solutions to the pressing social and environmental problems we face.

Questions & discussion
Presentation and
notes available at:
http://zum.io/wds10
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